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‘Mothers, Send Them Out of London’
Wartime poster

The journey to the steps of Maidenhead Town Hall had begun in 
the East End over a decade earlier. Louis and Eva Trubnick had 
thought that their days of having to care for helpless infants 

were over. After successfully bringing up five children, the youngest 
of which was 16 years old, they probably felt that they had done their 
bit. It was something of a surprise, a shock even, to discover that there 
was a sixth child on the way. But when I finally arrived in the world 
on 28 September 1927, at Mother Levy’s Jewish Maternity Hospital 
in Whitechapel, Louis and Eva did not care for me or love me any less 
than they had cared for or loved any of their other children. In fact, 
as the baby of the family, I was doted on and showered with love and 
affection by both my mother and my father. To say that I was spoilt is 
probably fair.

In the East End of London there was a large community of Jewish 
people who had travelled to England before the First World War. It 
had been a troubled time for Jewish people living in Russia, and my 
parents had separately fled from their homeland in search of a peaceful, 
prosperous life. The community of Russian Jewish émigrés in the East 
End was tightly knit, and my parents were doubtless introduced to each 
other by mutual friends. 
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Dad was a cooper by trade. The craft of barrel making has lost its 
importance in recent years, but in the first half of the twentieth century 
a cooper’s skills were in great demand. Barrels were used to transport 
and store a range of products, not just beer and wine. Each cask was 
expertly crafted from a number of staves of wood, which were held 
together with iron hoops. As a young boy I visited my dad’s workshop 
and was impressed by the rows and rows of beautifully made barrels 
stacked up there. 

A short, stocky but strong man, Dad was a strict disciplinarian who 
commanded and received respect. He was also a man of ridiculously 
high principles: if ever he owed anybody a penny it was as if it was the 
end of the world. Dad’s principles extended to the way he behaved at 
work. Not only did he toil for long hours in his workshop, but he also 
helped my mother out in her efforts. Mum ran a small greengrocer’s 
shop (really little more than a hole in the wall), which was directly 
opposite our house. At five o’clock each morning, before he went to 
the workshop for the day, Dad would push a wheelbarrow to the local 
market, load it up with fruit and vegetables, and push it back to Mum’s 
shop so that she had fresh goods to sell. 

Both my parents retained a trace of a Russian accent but, apart 
from that and going to synagogue at the usual Jewish holidays, there 
were few other remnants of their origins. My siblings and I did not 
speak any Russian, and the past was barely mentioned in conversation. 
My parents were truly anglicized and concentrated all of their efforts 
on moving forward, grafting hard to provide a decent living for their 
children rather than dwelling on what had gone before. 

We lived on St Peter’s Road in the area that is now known as Bethnal 
Green, in a Victorian house on the corner. Spread over three floors, our 
house was relatively large, which was useful as we shared it with my 
mother’s sister Polly, her husband Sam and their five children. Aunt 
Polly’s youngest child was also named Frank, so I was always referred to 
as Little Frankie, while my cousin was known as Big Frankie.
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It was something of a family joke that I became an uncle at the age 
of just three weeks. My eldest sibling, Sarah, gave birth to a daughter 
named Rita soon after I arrived. Sarah and her family lived a few doors 
along the road from us, and Rita and I were close as children—a result 
of our nearness in age and geography.

Rita and I would walk to our primary school together each day, 
holding hands. Cephas Street School was a large but unremarkable East 
End school, which educated children between the ages of five and 11. 

When I was 11 I moved to a higher-grade school, the name of which 
I have long since forgotten. But there was another event that occurred 
when I was 11 that is impossible to forget. The year was 1939, and 
Britain went to war.

The war changed my entire way of life. Not long after hostilities 
were declared, my dad put up an Anderson air-raid shelter in our small 
back garden. This structure was fabricated from straight and curved 
galvanized corrugated-steel panels that were bolted together. It was 
partially buried in the back garden and had a concrete floor. Providing 
cover for eight to ten people, the shelter was sturdy enough to protect 
the occupants of our house from anything but a direct hit. The shelter’s 
ominous presence awakened within me a horrible realization of what 
war really meant and the dangers it presented for ordinary people like 
my family and me.

At first the German commanders were reluctant to bomb London, 
fearing retaliation against Berlin. Then, in August 1940, the Luftwaffe 
bombed the East End. The war came to my doorstep with this sudden 
and violent event. The Royal Air Force’s reaction to the bombing of 
the capital was swift and severe. The gloves were off. After that day the 
East End became a regular target. In my neighbourhood, families began 
to suffer destruction of their property, homelessness and death. Living 
with the anxiety and fear of being a victim of the bombing became 
the norm.

I rapidly became accustomed to the screeching air-raid sirens that 
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sounded regularly. When they went off, my family and I would run 
out of our house and crawl through the tiny entrance into the shelter, 
knowing that we would have to stay in this horrible subterranean 
hole until the all-clear sounded—usually the following morning. The 
shelter was dark, damp and uncomfortable. I provided some light with 
a rudimentary torch that I had made from a battery, a small bulb and a 
scrap of wire. It was dim illumination, but it was better than none.

This nightly ritual went on for a while, but Mum and Dad were 
resourceful. They had an idea of how to improve our lives, while the 
Germans’ nightly bombing raids continued. Most evenings, before the 
sirens went off, my parents and I would jump on a bus or a Tube train 
and head for Marble Arch. Lyons tea shops were the Starbucks of the 
day. You could find one on almost every high street of the land. One of 
the larger Lyons tea shops was located at Marble Arch. 

Before the war, one of my sister’s husbands would occasionally take 
me to this Lyons tea shop where I would order the most heavenly of 
desserts. The indulgent knickerbocker glory was a lavish treat made from 
layers of fruit, jelly and ice cream. The ultimate pudding! But the most 
important thing on the Lyons’ menu during the war years was shelter 
from the bombs. The tea shop had a lower-ground-floor restaurant, 
which doubled up as an air-raid shelter, as it was well below street level 
and spacious. My parents and I would order a simple meal of egg and 
chips or something similar, wait until the sirens went off and then stay 
there for the entire night. Warm and welcoming, the Lyons tea shop 
was a great deal more comfortable than the damp shelter in our garden. 
Unfortunately the relative luxury of these surroundings did nothing to 
dispel my fear of the enemy and the bombs that I knew were wreaking 
havoc all over my city. I would fall asleep to the unsettling lullaby of the 
pounding anti-aircraft guns that boomed from nearby Hyde Park and 
continued to thunder dreadfully throughout the night.

Wherever I went I took with me my government-issue gas mask. 
Every man, woman and child was given one, and the masks’ presence 
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continually reminded us all of what was going on. These gas masks were 
horrible things that smelt of rubber and were suffocating. Like most 
people, though, I carried mine everywhere I went, in a cardboard box 
with a handle made from a piece of string. The threat that the Germans 
might use mustard gas was terrifying. I knew that if I inhaled this stuff I 
could die or at least be maimed for life.

Inevitably, as the bombing continued, there was a mass exodus of 
children from the city. Thousands of young evacuees travelled out of 
London to rural destinations across the country where their parents 
believed they would be safer. I had no desire to leave my parents, even 
if that meant staying within reach of the enemy. But as time went on it 
became clear to Mum and Dad that the war was not going to be won 
quickly, and staying in London became a most unattractive option for 
us all. We were risking our lives daily just by remaining there, in the 
East End in particular—as it was now being attacked without mercy. 

Sarah, my eldest sister, was married to a man named Maurice 
Pollard, a carpenter by trade. Employed by a company in Bournemouth, 
Maurice, my sister and my niece Rita, had upped sticks and moved 
there. After a while Maurice persuaded my mum and dad to follow 
him. Dad left his barrel business behind, and Mum said goodbye to the 
greengrocer’s shop that she had run for so many years. I have no idea 
how they managed financially. All I knew was immeasurable relief at 
swapping the familiar anxiety of life in London in the Blitz for a sedate, 
less fearful existence near the Dorset coast. 

Our new home was rented accommodation in the suburb of Winton, 
about three miles from the centre of the town. There we lodged with 
a kind family who had a son roughly the same age as me. They were 
bakers who would travel to the outlying areas to deliver cakes, bread 
and pastries. Sometimes they would take me for a ride with them in 
their van, at the end of which they would treat me to a delicious Chelsea 
bun—a delicacy without parallel for me during the days of rationing.

We only stayed in Bournemouth for a short time before my parents 
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decided to make the move to Maidenhead. Again there was a family 
connection (one of my other sisters lived there) and Dad was offered 
work as a porter at Maidenhead station.

Our new accommodation was one small room at the front of a house 
in Cookham, a village on the outskirts of the town. This charming, 
leafy, picturesque village was a far cry from the urban landscape of my 
early childhood. The river Thames ran past this most typical of English 
villages. One-time resident Kenneth Grahame is believed to have been 
inspired to write his classic children’s book The Wind in the Willows by 
the countryside surrounding Cookham.

I was happy in my new peaceful environment. Although German 
bombers frequently flew overhead on their way to London, my family 
and I were no longer targets. My new home was not palatial, but it 
was not uncomfortable; Moneycrower was a good school where I was 
allowed to develop my creative talents; and Cookham was a pleasant 
place for a young boy to wander around and explore.

Mum, Dad and I were out of the bombers’ sights for the time being, 
but the war was far from over. It was with a terrible sadness that my 
family received the news that my cousin Frank—Big Frankie—had been 
killed in action.
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